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DEDICATION

Every organized human activity - from the making of pots to the placing of a man on the moon - gives rise 
to two fundamental and opposing requirements: the division of labor into various tasks to be performed 
and the coordination of these tasks to accomplish the activity

(Henry Mintzberg, The Structuring of Organizations, 1979)

To all enterprise engineers
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PROLOG 

-

-

 to construct a solid 1

and appropriate theoretical foundation for the discipline of enterprise engineering. One of these theories, 
and also the core one, is the PSI theory (Performing in Social Interaction). It serves as the main mental 

 one of the three generic goals of enterprise engineering, as envisioned 
-

minating in the so-called essential model of an organisation.

 1
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2

3

DEMO, the principal methodology in enterprise engineering
-

isational studies and discussions that are based on these models.

.4

Lisboa, 28 April 2014,

Alicia P.C. Perinforma 

 DEMO stands for Design and Engineering Methodology for Organisations.2

3

 4



1  INTRODUCTION 

, Sapio summarises the PSI theory (Performing 5

Communication is the thread of which Organisation is woven

. As conveyed by the PSI theory, people are the pearls 6

the communication that is directly related to the coordination of production acts. Based on their ability 

bringing about the products that are conceived as the business services by the customers of the enterprise 
-

-
-

parent. In short, people are the pearls in every organisation.

enterprises in the same line of business, because the ontological essence of these enterprises is basically 
 enterprises from direct observations, the 

5

by RGGDE.
enterprise6 -

organisation
business
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-

-

-

-
sence of every organisation. In current practice, one normally starts understanding an organisation by 

-

not very suited for the purpose of (re-) designing and (re-) engineering business processes. Moreover, 
-

7

7
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The PSI theory is one of the (currently) nine theories that constitute the theoretical foundations of the 
. Three generic goals are 8

formulated. One of them is intellectual manageability organisational concinnity and 
social devotion

-
prise design, enterprise management, and enterprise governance. They all support the basic premise that 

Enterprise ontology is the (PSI theory based) understanding of the essence of organisation, completely 
-

Enterprise architecture
-
-

Enterprise 
design is the systematic accomplishment of enterprise changes. It incorporates the notions of ontology 

n-
terprise management nterprise governance is 

-
prise management, and enterprise governance are established capabilities in an enterprise.

-
-

8 -
ganisational Design and Engineering, 2013, Vol. 1 No. 1
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sapiences

namely the deep understanding of the notion of enterprise ontology, and to apply this notion in mastering 

achievements in ICT9 -
standing of the administrative processes. But I did not feel an urge to meddle in. This feeling changed 

-

engineering. Among many other things, Adam and Eve told me

 ICT stands for Information and Communication Technology9

Separation of concerns 
Use of abstraction 
Devising proper concepts 
Verification by instantiation 
Validation from ontology 
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One can  become member  of  the  tennis  club  Volley  by  sending  a  letter  to  the  club  by  postal 
mail.  In the letter one has to mention one’s surname and first  name, birth date,  gender, tele-
phone number, and postal mail address (street, house number, zip code, and town). Adam, the 
administrator  of  Volley,  empties  the  mailbox  daily  and  checks  whether  the  information 
provided is complete. If not, he makes a telephone call to the sender in order to complete the 
data.  Once  a  letter  is  complete,  Adam writes  an  incoming mail  number  and the  date  on  the 
letter, records the letter in the letter book, and puts it in a folder.
Every Wednesday evening, Adam takes the folder to Eve, the secretary of Volley. He also takes 
the member register with him. If Eve decides that an applicant can become member of Volley, 
she stamps ‘new member’ on the letter and writes the date below it. She then hands the letter 
to Adam in order to add the new member to the member register. This is a book with numbered 
lines. Each new member is entered on a new line. The line number is the number by which the 
new  member  is  referenced  in  the  administration.  Next,  Eve  calculates  the  fee  that  the  new 
member has to pay for the remaining part of the calendar year. She asks Adam for the annual 
fee, as decided at the general assembly, which Adam has recorded on a sheet of paper. Then, 
she asks Adam to write down the amount in the member register.
If Eve does not allow an applicant to become member (e.g. because he or she is too young or 
because the maximum number of members has been reached), Adam will send a letter in which 
he explains why the applicant cannot (yet) become member of Volley.
When  all  applications  are  processed,  Adam takes  the  letters  and  the  member  register  home 
and prepares an invoice to all  new members for the payment of  the first  fee.  He sends these 
invoices by postal mail. Payments have to be performed by bank transfers.
As soon as a bank statement is received, Adam prints a card on which the member number, the 
starting  date,  the  name,  the  date  of  birth,  the  gender,  and the  residence  are  mentioned.  The 
card is sent to the new member by postal mail.
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-
-

in Chapter 3. Chapter 5 (Modelling organisational essence) is completely dedicated to the analysis and 

 still.

 



2  DEFINING ORGANISATIONAL ESSENCE 

2.1  THE UNIVERSAL TRANSACTION 

could limit myself to a summary of the PSI theory. For clarifying the transaction concept, I used the pic-
basic transaction pattern

-
transaction status -    

pm pm

rqrqin

stst

ac ac

initiator executor

promise
product

state
product

accept
product

produce
product

request
product
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responsibility areas
-

coordination acts
and coordination facts 

, represents 
the initial status of the transaction process. It is, by nature, some status in some other transaction.

So, every coordination act is performed in response to a coordination event, i.e. to the creation of a co-
response links

and (pm) represents a causal link. It means that the act of promising causes the creation of the fact of be-
ing promised. The combination of a coordination act and its resulting fact, is also called a process step.

A more general understanding of a transaction , I continued, is to conceive it as an, on principle, un10 -
initiator and the other in the role 

of executor
2.2). The order phase is an actagenic conversation11

-
successfully. As said, the product is also called the proposition in this phase. In the execution phase, the 

The result phase is a factagenic conversation
-

itely long, and it may also end unsuccessfully.

10

11
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independent production 
dependent

-
pleted transaction. The dependent .

In Figure 2.3 (left side), the standard transaction pattern is projected on the three phases, for the purpose 
of studying the transaction process

is denoted by a double circle, to indicate that it is a discussion status -

-

.

     

transaction process 

Order 
phase 

Execution 
phase 

Result 
phase 

In the order phase, the initiator 
and executor discuss the product 
to be produced, and try to agree 

In the result phase, the initiator 
and executor discuss the product 
that has been produced, and try 
to agree 

In the execution phase, the 
executor produces a product 

Asking for transport 
Ordering a book 
Applying for membership 

Being transported 
Having got the book 
Having become member 
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-
-

-
-

Because the initiator is ignorant of the production step, this is normally not considered a separate step in 
the transaction process. At the right side of Figure 2.3, the possible paths through the standard pattern are 

-

   

rq: request(ed)
pm: promise(d)
dc: decline(d)
qt: quit(ted)

st: state(d)
ac: accept(ed)
rj: reject(ed)
sp: stop(ped)

qt

dc

rqrq

pm pm

ac

rj

sp

stst

initiator executor

dc

ac

rj

in

initiator executor

sp

qt

in

>

in

>

qt

dc

rqrq

pm pm

ac

rj

sp

stst

initiator executor

dc

ac

rj

in

initiator executor

sp

qt

in

>

in

>
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requested,  promised,  stated,  and  accepted  product
-

product) is accepted.

In addition to the standard transaction pattern, there are four revocation patterns, one for each of the basic 

qt

dc

rqrq

pm pm

ac

rj

sp

stst

initiator executor

dc

ac

rj

in

initiator executor

sp

qt

in

>

in

>

initiator executor

rq
+

?

rf

al

rv
rq

rf

al

in

rv
rq

>

executor

al

rf rf

rv
ac

executor

al

st

rv
ac

>

initiator executor

?

ac

rf rf

al

initiator

executor

?

al

rv
pm

rq

rv
pm

>

pm
+

initiator

al

rf

initiator

rf

rv
st

rv
st

al

pm

>

initiator executor

st
+

?
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unsuccessful. The effect of an unsuccessful revocation is that the main transaction process, so the pro-
gress in the stand pattern, remains unchanged. The effect of a successful revocation is that the transaction 

-

-

complete transaction pattern.

-

€ 4,95. Let us put this process step, 
normal form

12

 12

this is the case.
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So, I am the performer of the coordination act, and Celestine is the addressee. The intention  of my act is 13

€

reservation -
-
-

During the discussion and negotiation in the order phase, all of the properties of sale 1087 may change. 

13 -
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On principle, one or more properties of the product my differ from the values of the promised product. 

. If this is a future point in 14

-

-

transaction. I did not elaborate on these situations during my presentation for the board of Volley. I did 

-
-

form to the complete transaction pattern. Therefore, it is considered to be universal. Every step in this 
pattern is ontologically atomic.

14 -
cessful transaction (or derived from other production facts).
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-

-

-
commitments

intention -
-
-

one or more basic process steps.

validity claims . In performing a 15

coordination act, or any communicative act, the performer ad-
dressee

claim to justice

15
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theatre. The claim to sincerity

claim to 
truth

to produce the agreed upon product.

To conclude our discussion of the complete transaction pattern, I said to the board members, let me sum-

for production times in the future (reservation) and in the past (retroaction). Third, it includes everything 
-

-
cept fact, including all accepted product properties.
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2.2  COORDINATION ACTS AND FACTS 

-
tended response time. The creation time -

intended 
response time -

coordination
fact

performer intention addressee product

subject actor role subject actor role entity production
fact

creation time intended response time

production time

yellow tulip

1

4,95

2456776

Alicia buyer Celestine seller is completedsale 1087

article type

number of items

sales price [€]

delivery day

properties

(requested production time)

request
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-

message

 
 

    

        
 

       

  

  

 

 

 

        

  

   

   

  

 

   

 

informa level 
 

(cognitive correspondence) 

forma level 
 

(notational correspondence) 

formulate 
thought 

educe 
thought 

perceive 
sentence 

utter 
sentence 

expose 
commitment 

evoke 
commitment 

medium level 
 

transmission of messages  

effectuate 
decision 

decide on 
response 

performa level 
 

(social correspondence) 
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medium level -

bits and imprinted in electrical signals. The medium level also includes the transmission of messages 

-

postal mail. The medium at that time consisted of postmen carrying letters from one location to the other. 
The proper functioning of the medium level is a precondition for the proper functioning of the forma 

At the forma level
the medium. People apply their forma ability to utter sentences (using some medium) and to perceive 

each other on the forma level, so to reach notational correspondence, are collectively called the forma 
condition -

At the informa level of communication, one considers only the content of messages, collectively consti-
tuting the cognitive meaning. People apply their informa

-

cognitive correspondence, 
are collectively called the informa condition -

-
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At the performa level of communication, one considers the intersubjective or social meaning of messages. 

-

-
performa -

understanding each other on the performa level, so for reaching intersubjective or social correspondence, 
are collectively called the performa condition

-

By means of a 
correspondence. By means of a 

more other levels in Figure 2.6). The performer can then try to compose and transmit another message. At 

-

-
oning holds for all other steps in the complete transaction pattern.

The ability and readiness of  its  employees to perform coordination acts,  in  response to coordination 
events, is the operating principle
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red shape, the green shape, and the blue shape. Inside my blue shape is my green shape, and inside my 
green shape is my red shape. To continue this analogy of the Russian dolls, inside my red shape is my 

-

verse16

-

16

Me

You
We

In my blue me
I hear the words
that you speak

In my green me
I grasp the thought
from the sentence
that you convey

In my red me
I comprehend
your intention:
you want me
to help you

In my blank me
I decide by the
reason and the heart:
I believe you
I trust you
I will help you

I promise my help
in my red me

I form the thought
in my green me

I utter the words
in my blue me

and hope that you will hear me
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-

according to the PSI theory, the transaction process cannot continue if the promise is not performed. So, 
-

-

-
deed, coordination acts can be performed tacitly. In addition, they can be performed non-verbally. This 
means that there is an observable act, and this act must be considered to count as performing the coordin-
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€ 100 >

-

-
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in the ATM case). This may surprise you, and I see it does, but it should not. Understanding the imple-

2.3  PRODUCTION ACTS AND FACTS 

original production
-

informational production acts, such 

-
ous for remembering and recalling facts, but it also holds for computing. The outcome of a computation is 

are able to perform documental production -
ing its content. Possible documental production acts are saving, providing, and transforming sentences (or 

aspect organisations
-

tion  (D for  documental).  The  I-organisation  does  only  and  fully  support  the  O-organisation  through 
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providing informational services, as the D-organisation does only and fully support the I-organisation, 

-

   

devising
deciding
judging

remembering
recalling
deriving

facts

saving
providing
transforming

documents

O-
organisation

I-
organisation

storing
retrieving
copying
transmitting
destroying

files

manufacturing
transporting
observing

remember fact share fact

save document provide document

IMMATERIAL
PRODUCTION

MATERIAL
PRODUCTION

D-
organisation
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understanding the processes in an organisation. Because the essence of an enterprise is brought about in 
-

services ,  as  one can sub17 -

The I-organisation and the D-organisation of an enterprise, are collectively called the realisation of its O-
-

that the number of transactions and the number of actors in the O-organisation, is not more than 10% of 
the total number of transactions and actors, in every -

-
um level) in coordination, and from the technological means in performing production acts, another 80% 

-

or more roles in the O-organisation, one or more in the I-organisation, and one or more in the D-organisa-

-

-

-

 A service is the functional (or business) interpretation of a product.17
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To end this chapter, let me summarise the elements that constitute the essence of an organisation. Fore-

By abstracting from the forma level (including the medium level) and the informa level (Cf. Figure 2.6), 

Second -

Third, production and coordination appear to 
Fourth, transac-
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3  REVEALING ORGANISATIONAL ESSENCE 

3.1  ANALYSING NARRATIVE DESCRIPTIONS 

theory, I started to present my analysis of the processes in Volley, based on the narrative description by 

actor roles. In order to achieve this goal, one must abstract from all realisation aspects of an organisation, 

from the informa and forma level of communication. In addition, one must abstract from all implementa-

-
-

One can  become member  of  the  tennis  club  Volley  by  sending  a  letter  to  the  club  by  postal 
mail.  In the letter one has to mention one’s surname and first  name, birth date,  gender, tele-
phone number, and postal mail address (street, house number, zip code, and town). Adam, the 
administrator  of  Volley,  empties  the  mailbox  daily  and  checks  whether  the  information 
provided is complete. If not, he makes a telephone call to the sender in order to complete the 
data.  Once  a  letter  is  complete,  Adam writes  an  incoming mail  number  and the  date  on  the 
letter, records the letter in the letter book, and puts it in a folder.
Every Wednesday evening, Adam takes the folder to Eve, the secretary of Volley. He also takes 
the member register with him. If Eve decides that an applicant can become member of Volley, 
she stamps ‘new member’ on the letter and writes the date below it. She then hands the letter 
to Adam in order to add the new member to the member register. This is a book with numbered 
lines. Each new member is entered on a new line. The line number is the number by which the 
new member is referenced in the administration.
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Next, Eve calculates the fee that the new member has to pay for the remaining part of the cal-
endar year. She asks Adam for the annual fee, as decided at the general assembly, which Adam 
has recorded on a sheet of paper. Then, she asks Adam to write down the amount in the mem-
ber register.
If Eve does not allow an applicant to become member (e.g., because he or she is too young or 
because the maximum number of members has been reached), Adam will send a letter in which 
he explains why the applicant cannot (yet) become member of Volley.
When  all  applications  are  processed,  Adam takes  the  letters  and  the  member  register  home 
and prepares an invoice to all  new members for the payment of  the first  fee.  He sends these 
invoices by postal mail. Payments have to be performed by bank transfers.
As soon as a bank statement is received, Adam prints a card on which the member number, the 
starting  date,  the  name,  the  date  of  birth,  the  gender,  and the  residence  are  mentioned.  The 
card is sent to the new member by postal mail.

become member of the tennis club Volley send-
ing a letter -

decides  that  an applicant  can become member of  Volley -
will send a letter in which he explains why the applicant cannot (yet) become member 

of  Volley’ the payment of  the first  fee -
sends these invoices

Payments 
have to be performed
a  bank  statement  is  received is 

sent to

They are clearly about informational production or the informa level of coordination, and about docu-
mental production or the forma level of coordination respectively.
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-
-
-

-
-

-

T2. During the process of carrying out a T1, the corresponding T2 is initiated. Therefore, the T2 is said to 
be enclosed in the T1. It implies that A1 is an initiator role of T2. Let us refer to the initiator role of T1 by 

Eve18 -

-

.18
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membership start for membership 1087 is requested (T1/rq)

membership start for membership 1087 is promised (T1/pm)

€ 75 (Note that this is an informational 

€ 75.
€ 75, and 

the production time is asap)

membership payment for membership 1087 is requested (T2/rq)

€ 75, 

membership payment for membership 1087 is promised (T2/pm)
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€

€ 75, and 

membership payment for membership 1087 is stated (T2/st)

€ 75, and 

membership payment for membership 1087 is accepted (T2/ac)

month)

membership start for membership 1087 is stated (T1/st)

month)

membership start for membership 1087 is accepted (T1/ac)
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-

-

3.2  ANALYSING STRUCTURED DESCRIPTIONS 

point is that it is indeed a documental action. Transporting the application letter from the applicant to Vol-

forma level of a coordination act in the O-organisation, although it is labeled by its appearance at medium 
and forma level (receiving application letter). As has become clear from the analysis of the narrative de-

documental processing (recording, archiving, etc.).
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-
execute

-
formational. More precisely, it is the formulation of the thought in Figure 2.6. Sending the letter counts as 

   ! ! !

      

check info
in letter

[administrator]

Is the info
complete?

add IM nr.
and date

record application
in letter book

No

Yes

ask for
additional info

LETTER BOOK

archive
letter

archived
application
letter

begin

additional
info

[administrator]

[administrator]

[administrator]

[administrator]

receiving
application letter

[administrator]

 

T1/request 

informational 

informational 

documental 

documental 

documental 
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-

9!

archived
application

letter

deciding about
enrollment

[secretary]

enrolled ?

stamp
ʻnew memberʼ

and date
making

refusal letter

Yes

No

new
membership

enter new
membership

MEMBER
REGISTER

calculate
membership fee

GENERAL
MEETING

RESOLUTIONS

enter fee in
member register

endA

refusal
letter

sending
refusal letter

[administrator]

[administrator]

[administrator]

[administrator]

[secretary]

[secretary]

MEMBER
REGISTER

 

Deciding on T1/promise or T1/decline. 
Note that T1/promise is performed tacitly. 

T1/decline 

informational 

informational 

documental 

documental 

documental 

(promised) 

(declined) 
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-

!

A

make first
invoice

[administrator]

invoice for
new member

sending
invoice

B

MEMBER
REGISTER

B

enter payment in
member register

make
membership card

membership
card

sending of
membership card

end

[administrator]

[administrator]

[administrator]

[administrator]

MEMBER
REGISTER

receiving
copy of payment

[administrator]

 

informational 

informational 
T2/request 

(Note: T2/promise 
is performed tacitly) 

 

documental 

T2/state 
(Note: T2/accept 
is performed tacitly) 

T1/state 
(Note: T1/accept 
is performed tacitly) 
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-

them. The point is, I said, that these acts must have been performed for every successful membership ap-
plication, since they are part of the basic transaction pattern. Therefore, tacitly performed coordination 

-

costs.

-
-
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one of the attendants rightly pointed out, this defect in current practice can easily be put right by applying 

-

ontological models, and that is built on a sound theoretical basis.

3.3  THE OER METHOD 

. This meaning conveys 19

-
-

munication and information technology is removed. Put differently, there is only face-to-face communica-
-

1.
2.
3.

atoms
stage, the molecules are discovered that are constituted by the atoms. In the third stage, the polymers or 

 are discovered that are constituted by the molecules.

19
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-

Based on 

-

-

-

20 -

-
-

 

20



4  REPRESENTING ORGANISATIONAL ESSENCE 

4.1  THE NOTION OF ESSENTIAL MODEL 

-

-

The ontological model
implementing 

an organisation consists of assigning appropriate technological means to the elements of its ontological 

them. Regarding coordination acts, one has to select particular formulations of thoughts (informa level), 
-

ing sentences in physical substances, and particular media for transmitting messages (postal mail, e-mail, 
etc.). Regarding production acts, various technologies may be applied, depending on the character of the 
production. For all three aspect organisations, it holds that their ontological model is the right starting 
point for validating its current or proposed implementation (Cf. Figure 1.1). The ontological model of an 

(AM), the Process Model (PM), and the Fact Model (FM).
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-
-

initiator link
-

tion symbol denotes the executor link

conceive the transaction symbol as representing the complete transaction pattern, concerning a particular 

several actor roles as initiator role. Conversely, every actor role can be initiator role of a number of trans-

-

Scope 
of Interest

-

        

     

transaction 
kind 

actor role actor role 

           
              

          
 
          

            
   

        

qt 

dc 

rq rq 

pm pm 

ac 

rj 

sp 

st st 

initiator executor 

dc 

qt 

ac 

sp 

al al 

rf rf 

[pm] 
 
rv 

rj 

initiator executor 

al al 

rf rf 

al al 

rf rf 

initiator executor 

rf 

al 

rf 

al 

rv 
 

[ac] 

rv 
 

[ac] 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

initiator executor initiator executor initiator executor 

[pm] 
 
rv 

[st] 
 
rv 

[st] 
 
rv 

[rq] 
 
rv 

[rq] 
 
rv 

    

executor initiator 
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-

also could do such things for every other process step in our transaction that she has to perform. The same 

-

-
tion, but it may also be some part of it, or it may also comprise a part of the environment of the organisa-

   ! ! !

        

          

A0 

A1 

T1 

A4 A2 A3 

A5 A6 A7 A8 

T4 T3 T2 

T5 T6 T7 T8 
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construction model of a Scope of 

this instance of T1, A1 may start a number of instances of T2, T3 and T4, either consecutively, or in paral-

T8. So, in the total business process instance, there may be instances of T8 that are enclosed in a transac-

-
arding the recurrent universal transaction pattern. At the same time, the notion of transaction provides us 

times as many elements as a corresponding construction model does.

essential model of a Scope of Interest. This is the on-
-

-

-
terpretation, and the other one is the state interpretation. The process interpretation

-
state in-

terpretation

a coordination fact or a production fact. The needed fact may be a remembered (original) one, or a de-
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-
information link 

transaction bank

Construction Model (CM) is the 
most concise sub-model. Therefore it is put at the top of the triangle. An additional meaning of this posi-

Action Model (AM) is 

        

business processes 
business events 

business objects 
business facts 

PRODUCTION COORDINATION 

work instructions business rules 

CM 

FM 

AM 

PM 

OPERATION 

PROCESS PRODUCT 

CONSTRUCTION 

actors 
transactions 
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the most comprehensive one, in the sense that the other three may be derived from it. The AM of an or-
ganisation  consists  of  the   for  every  internal  actor  role.  Action  rules  are 

referred to as business rules. In addition, the AM may contain work instructions -

-

products.

The Process Model
business process models . In 21

addition, the coming into being of coordination facts is commonly referred to as business events. The 
Fact Model
In current practice, they are called business objects and business facts. In addition, the FM contains the 

transition

AM, they are called business laws
-

plete transaction pattern, one usually does not pay separate attention to it.

state view 
process view one considers the state transitions.

21
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Concluding, the essential model of a Scope of Interest, is the ontological model of its O-organisation, 

interstriction. Interaction
actors have to respond. Interstriction

-

Coherent, and yet Concise, because it is Essential.

4.2  THE ESSENTIAL MODEL OF VOLLEY 

have discussed in Chapter 3. First the Construction Model, represented in an Organisation Construction 
Diagram (OCD) and a Transaction Product Table

-
-
-

posite actor role CA1 and the other one is A2. A composite actor role
-

outside the Scope of Interest, the inner area is coloured light-grey. It is common practice in DEMO to 
model environmental actor roles as composite actor roles.
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-
side the Scope of Interest. An aggregate transaction kind

-

-

-

Process Structure Diagram 
(PSD) and the Transaction Process Diagrams -

-

 

Volley
factsAT1 AT2

membership
payment

membership
start

T1
A1

membership starter

transaction kind product kind
T1  membership start
T2  membership payment

P1  Membership is started
P2  the first fee of Membership is paid

T2
CA1

aspirant
member

A2

payer

persons
facts
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-
tion. To the left of it is the order phase, and to the right the result phase.

-

-
response links. Their meaning is that 

wait-
ing links

CA1
aspirant
member

A1
membership
starter

membership start

T1

rq

rq

rq

membership paymentA2
payer

T2
ac
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mind that the actual course of every instance of a transaction can be any path through the complete trans-
action pattern. Therefore, the complete Process Model (PM) of Volley consists of the PSD in Figure 4.5 

qt 

dc 

rq rq 

pm pm 

ac 

rj 

sp 

st st 

initiator executor 

dc 

qt 

ac 

sp 

rj 

? 

T2 / rq 

T2 / ac 
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each step is performed in the current or the future situation.

 Membership 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

   

qt 

dc 

rq rq 

pm pm 

ac 

rj 

sp 

st st 

initiator executor 

dc 

qt 

ac 

sp 

rj 

T1 / pm 

T1 / ex 
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Object Fact Dia-
gram

types, and attribute types. An object class fact type (conversely, a unary fact 

property type is a special binary fact type, namely a mapping from an object class, called the domain, to 

attribute type if the 
range is a value scale

-
-

core core 

 member  Membership 

dependent

independent
-

bership can become a paid membership, but only paid memberships can become started memberships. Put 

paid and then of being started (and alive).
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-

mentioned in the narrative description of Mr. X, fees are annually decided by the general assembly of 

Fact types may be declared derived. This 
means that they are not originally created but derivable from original fact types. The derived fact types in 

 in Figure 4.922

 member  Membership 

22

  

MEMBERSHIP PERSON 

P2 

day of birth [DAY] 

amount paid [MONEY] 

PAID         MEMBERSHIP [YEAR] 

minimal age [YEAR] 
annual fee [MONEY] 
max members [NUM] 

the member of 

> 
Membership is Person 

the first fee of 
Membership is paid 

starting day [DAY] 

P1 

Membership is started 
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and the Fact Model. The fourth and last model to be discussed is the Action Model (AM). It consists of a 
set of 
already been used in Figure 4.9. As said, action rules

<event part> <assess part> <response part>.
The event part when clause in Figure 4.10 

-
stance of membership is created. The with clause

assess part

-
re-

sponse part is entered. Its if clause

  

  

 

    

   

           

   
   

   

   

 
   

    
   

   

 

   

  

Derived Fact Specifications 
 

the age of Person on Day = Day minus the day of birth of Person 
the number of members on Day = the cardinality of STARTED MEMBERSHIP on Day 
the first fee of Membership = (12 minus the month of the starting day of Membership) times the annual fee in the 
year of the starting day of Membership 
 

Business Laws 
 

Membership is started on Day implies that Day is the first day of some Month and Month is equal to or greater 
than Current Month 
Membership is started on Day implies that the age of the member of Membership is equal to or greater than the 
minimal age in the year of Day 
Membership is started on Day implies that the number of members on Day is less than or equal to the max 
members in the year of Day 
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-

n principle, 
-

-

 

when membership start for new Membership is requested (T1/rq)
with the member of Membership is some person

the payer of Membership is some person
the starting day of Membership is some day

assess justice: the performer of the request is the member of Membership
the addressee of the request is a membership starter

sincerity: < no specific condition >
truth: the starting day of Membership is the first day of some month;

the age of the member of Membership on the starting day of Membership is equal
to or greater than the minimal age in the year of the starting day of Membership;
the number of members on the starting day of Membership
is less than the max members in the year of the starting day of Membership

if complying with the assessment is considered justifiable
then promise membership start for Membership [T1/pm]

with the addressee of the promise is the member of Membership;
else decline membership start for Membership [T1/dc]

with the addressee of the decline is the member of Membership;
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-

-

-

-
fore, it is necessary that every sentence can be unambiguously transformed into a logical formula. This is 

change. So, in the action rule in Figure 4.10, the particular membership that is referred to by Membership, 
is the same in all of its occurrences in this instance of the action rule.

   

when membership start for Membership is promised (T1/pm)

assess justice: the performer of the promise is the membership starter of Membership
the addressee of the promise is the member of Membership;

sincerity: < no specific condition >
truth: < no specific condition >

if complying with the assessment is considered justifiable
then request membership payment for Membership [T2/rq]

with the addressee of the request is the payer of Membership;
the amount to pay of Membership is equal to the first fee of Membership
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-

   

       
      

    
    

when membership start for Membership is promised (T1/pm)
while membership payment for Membership is accepted (T2/ac)

assess justice: the performer of the promise is the membership starter of Membership
the addressee of the promise is the member of Membership;

sincerity: < no specific condition >
truth: < no specific condition >

if complying with the assessment is considered justifiable
then execute membership start for Membership [T1/ex]

state membership start for Membership [T1/st]
with the addressee of the state is the member of Membership;

 

when membership payment for Membership is stated (T2/st)
with the amount paid of Membership is some money

assess justice: the performer of the state is the payer of Membership;
the addressee of the state is the membership starter of Membership;

sincerity: < no specific condition >
truth: the amount paid of Membership is equal to the first fee of Membership

if complying with the assessment is considered justifiable
then accept membership payment for Membership [T2/ac]

with the addressee of the accept is the payer of Membership;
else reject membership payment for Membership [T2/rj]

with the addressee of the reject is the payer of Membership;
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occurred. As long as this is not the case, the item remains on the agenda of the actor. The event(s) after 

Bank Contents Table

every membership that has been created, the fact that it has been started (P1), the starting day, and the 

 contains all persons and their days of birth.

  

           
          
  
            
           
               

 
       
          
          

 

   

bank independent/dependent facts 

T1 membership start 
 
 
 
 
 
T2 membership payment 
 
 
AT1 persons facts 
 
 
AT2 Volley facts 
 

MEMBERSHIP 
Membership is started 
      the starting day of Membership 
      the member of Membership 
      the amount to pay of Membership 
 
the first fee of Membership is paid 
      the amount paid of Membership 
 
PERSON 
      the day of birth of Person 
 
[YEAR] 
      the minimal age in Year 
      the annual fee in Year 
      the max members in Year 
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-

could convince him that the complete transaction pattern is of utmost importance for developing or select-
-
-

-

-

help it ...

-
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documental transactions. Lastly I emphasised that normally data base models cover both the coordination 

-

-
tion did help, as several members of the board assured me.

-

forgotten to include it in the narrative description, and that the presented essential model of Volley had 
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responsible for correctly performing these steps, but the secretary remains the principal responsible for 
-

able by the general  assembly for  any failure,  not  the administrator.  After  some discussion,  everyone 

-
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5  MODELLING ORGANISATIONAL ESSENCE 

-
prise through the glasses of enterprise ontology. This holds even for the case Volley, although it is indeed 

-
-

Rent-A-Car (or RAC for short) is a company that rents cars to persons, both private ones and represent-
atives of legal bodies, like companies. It was founded by the twin brothers Janno and Ties back in the 

-
lowed cars to be dropped off in a different location than where they were picked up. To this end, Janno 
and Ties had made agreements with students in several cities. For a small amount of money, a student 

which the student would go home by public transport.

branch, some even several, and there are branches located near all airports. One of the branches is the 

by education, they have kept loving to drive and maintain cars, even since they are the managing direct-
ors of a million euro company.

this department. Customer orders are placed through several channels: walk-in, telephone, fax, and e-
mail. Walk-in customers are usually people who want to rent a car immediately. Through the other chan-
nels one makes in general advance reservations. These can be made up to 200 days in advance, called the 

RACIS (RAC Information System). The next groups of data must be provided:
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branch, car group.

of birth.

FINANCIAL: rental rate per day (basically determined by the car group).

and help a walk-in customer or pick up the telephone. Chiara does not really like these ‘distortions’ but 
she thinks she cannot do much about it. The problem with these spontaneous actions of Janno and Ties is 
that they often forget to record things properly, resulting in misunderstandings and even disputes with 
customers afterwards. Next, they sometimes act against the rules, for example by promising a car for a 
lower rate than the listed one.

The cars of RAC are divided in car groups. A car group may contain several types (brands and models). 
The common feature of the cars in a group is that they have the same rental rate per day. The board of 
directors, i.e. Janno and Ties, decide which brands and models belong to which group as well as what the 
rental rate is for every group. Normally they do this once a year.

For a walk-in customer the starting day is usually the same day as on which the contract is established. 
Advance reservations have some future day as the starting day. RAC applies a maximum rental period 
(currently 10 days).

the renter counts as promising to pay the rental charge, which is the contracted duration times the daily 
rental rate. Because the rental may be an advance reservation, the payment may be delayed until the 
starting day).

On the starting day, the driver can pick up a car at the distribution department, located at the backside of 
the building, on presentation of a copy of the contract. There are three employees working in this depart-
ment: Mik, Ferre, and Carlo, but not all of them are always present, as we will see. As soon as a driver 
shows up, one of them checks whether there is a car available of the contracted group. If there is one, he 
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will allocate the car to the rental contract and sign the contract as being picked up. If there is no car 
available of the contracted group, he will ‘upgrade’ the contract and select a car from the next higher car 
group. The driver will get this ‘upgraded’ car, for the price of the contracted group.

There may be a penalty charge for returning the car after the contracted end date. It amounts to the num-
ber of extra days times the late return penalty rate. In addition, the car may have been dropped off at an-
other branch than the contracted return branch. In that case a location penalty charge has to be paid. 
This amounts to the distance between the actual and the contracted drop off branch times the penalty rate 
per kilometer.

The distribution department is also responsible for transporting cars between branches because cars may 
be dropped off at other locations, as we have seen. To this end, Mik schedules every morning the trans-
portations that have to be performed that day. The transportations are carried out by all three of them, so 

-

internal to RAC.
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-

topics in due time.

rental payment

T2

CA1

renter

CA0

RAC branch

car issuing

T3

car returning

T4

CA2

driver

rental concluding

T1

   

T5

penalty payment

transaction kind product kind

T1  rental concluding
T2  rental payment
T3  car issuing
T4  car returning
T5  penalty payment

P1  Rental is concluded
P2  the rent of Rental is paid
P3  the car of Rental is issued
P4  the car of Rental is returned
P5  the penalty of Rental is paid

A2

payer
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-

-

AT2 contains the facts that are created by RAC, but outside our Scope of Interest, and that are needed for 

-
-

5.1  MODELLING THE PRIMARY PROCESSES OF RAC 

-

-

-
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-

-

-

persons
facts AT1

RAC branch

car issuing

T3

A3

car
issuer

car returning

T4

CA2

driver

AT2 RAC
facts

   

A1

rental
concluder

T5

penalty payment

rental payment

T2

CA1

renter

rental concluding

T1

A2

payer
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classes), by reading carefully the narrative description, and by additional logical reasoning. The result of 
this analysis is the Object Fact Diagram (OFD) in Figure 5.3.

RENT-PAID RENTAL

[YEAR]

max rental duration [NUMBER]
rental horizon [NUMBER]

CAR GROUP * [YEAR]

daily rental rate [MONEY]*

the isuing location
<

of Rental is Branch

the return location
<

of Rental is Branch

BRANCH

CAR GROUP
the car group of Rental

<
is Car Group

paid rental amount [MONEY]

the rent of Rental is paid

P2

RENTAL

starting day [DAY]
ending day [DAY]
rental charge* [MONEY]

    

Rental is concluded

P1

the renter of Rental is Person
>

PERSON

day of birth [DAY]

the driver of Rental is Person
>

the payer of Rental is Person
>
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-
cisely indicate that < rental amount > is an attribute of a paid rental, not of any rental. The grey coloured 

-

The daily rental rate of the cars in a car group, is not only dependent on the car group but also on the 

  

transaction bank fact kind
T1 rental contracting

T2 rental payment

AT1 persons facts

AT2 RAC facts

RENTAL
Rental is concluded

the starting day of Rental
the ending day of Rental
the renter of Rental
the driver of Rental
the car group of Rental
the pick-up location of Rental
the drop-off location of Rental

the rent of Rental is paid
the rental amount of Rental

PERSON
the day of birth of Person 
the driving license of Person

BRANCH
the location of Branch

CAR GROUP x [YEAR]
the daily rental rate of Car Group in Year

[YEAR]
the max rental duration in Year
the location penalty rate in Year
the late return penalty rate in Year
the rental horizon in Year
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-

-

apparently the business rule, as can be found in the narrative description. Moreover, the promise of T1 has 

-
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when rental concluding for new Rental is requested (T1/rq)
with the starting day of Rental is some day

the ending day of Rental is some day
the renter of Rental is some person
the payer of Rental is some person
the driver of Rental is some person
the payer of Rental is some person
the car group of Rental is some car group
the issuing location of Rental is some branch
the return location of Rental is some branch

assess justice: the performer of the request is the renter of Rental;
the addressee of the request is a rental concluder;

sincerity: < no specific condition >
truth: the starting day of Rental is in the Rental Horizon of the year of

the starting day of Rental;
the ending day of Rental is in the Rental Horizon of the year of
the ending day of Rental;
the ending day of Rental is equal to or greater than the starting day of Rental;
the duration of Rental is less than or equal to
the max rental duration in the year of the starting day of Rental;
the number of cars in the car group of Rental on every day in the rental period
of Rental is greater than zero

if complying with the assessment is considered justifiable
then request rental payment for Rental [T2/rq]

with the addressee of the request is the payer of Rental;
the requested production day of rental payment for Rental
is less than or equal to the starting day of Rental;
the requested paid rental amount of Rental is equal to the rental charge of Rental;

else decline rental concluding for Rental [T1/dc]
with the addressee of the decline is the renter of Rental
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a

the rental concluder.

principal authority -

-

      

          
            
   

when rental concluding for Rental is requested (T1/rq)
while rental payment for Rental is promised (T2/pm)

assess justice: the performer of the request is the renter of Rental;
the addressee of the request is the rental concluder of Rental;

sincerity: < no specific condition >
truth: the promised paid rental amount of Rental is equal to

the requested paid rental amount of Rental;
the promised production day of rental payment for Rental
is less than or equal to the starting day of Rental

if complying with the assessment is considered justifiable
then promise rental concluding for Rental [T1/pm]

with the addressee of the promise is the rental concluder of Rental
else decline rental concluding for Rental [T1/dc]

with the addressee of the decline is the renter of Rental
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when rental concluding for Rental is promised (T1/pm)
while rental payment for Rental is accepted (T2/ac)

assess justice: the performer of the promise is the rental concluder of Rental;
the addressee of the promise is the renter of Rental;

sincerity: < no specific condition >
truth: < no specific condition >

if complying with the assessment is considered justifiable
then execute rental concluding for Rental [T1/ex]

state rental concluding for Rental [T1/st]
with the addressee of the statement is the renter of Rental

      

when rental payment for Rental is stated (T2/st)

assess justice: the performer of the statement is the renter of Rental;
the addressee of the statement is the rental concluder of Rental;

sincerity: < no specific condition >
truth: the stated paid rental amount of Rental is equal to

the promised paid rental amount of Rental;
the stated production day of rental payment for Rental
is equal to the promised production day of rental payment for Rental

if complying with the assessment is considered justifiable
then accept rental payment for Rental [T2/ac]

with the addressee of the acceptance is the renter of Rental
else reject rental payment for Rental [T2/rj]

with the addressee of the rejection is the renter of Rental
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-

driver) of having dropped off the rented car is rejected by A3, because the car is dropped off at another 

-

penalty has been paid (if there is a T5 at all).

  

CA1
renter

A1
rental
concluder

rental concluding

T1

rq

rq

rq

rental paymentCA1
renter

pm
T2

pm

ac
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-

behaviou

-
fully completed if there is a suitable car, and if the driver has promised to return the car at the right time 

payment is issued.

0..10..1

  

CA2
driver

A3
car issuer

CA2
driver

car issuing

T3

T4
rq

rq

pm

pm

car returning

rj ac

A3
car issuer

CA2
driver

T5
rq

penalty payment

ac
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when car issuing for Rental is requested (T3/rq)

assess justice: the performer of the request is the driver of Rental;
the addressee of the promise is a car issuer;

sincerity: < no specific condition >
truth: Rental is concluded; (T1/ac)

the driving license of the driver of Rental is valid;
the starting day of Rental is less than or equal to Today;
the number of cars in the car group of Rental on Today is greater than zero

if complying with the assessment is considered justifiable
then promise car issuing for Rental [T3/pm]

with the addressee of the promise is the driver of Rental;
the promised production time of car issuing for Rental is within Today;

request car returning for Rental [T4/rq]
with the addressee of the request is the driver of Rental;

the requested production time of car returning for Rental is within
the ending day of Rental

else decline pick up for Rental [T3/dc]
with the addressee of the decline is the driver of Rental;

      

when car issuing for Rental is promised (T3/pm)
while car returning for Rental is promised (T4/pm)

assess justice: the performer of the promise is the car issuer of Rental;
the addressee of the promise is the driver of Rental;

sincerity: < no specific condition >
truth: there is a Car in the car group of Rental on Today;

if complying with the assessment is considered justifiable
then execute car issuing for Rental [T3/ex]

state car issuing for Rental [T3/st]
with the addressee of the statement is the driver of Rental;

the car of Rental is Car
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drop off location and the actual drop off location times the current location penalty rate. The late return 

the contracted drop off day times the current daily penalty rate.
      

when car returning for Rental is stated (T4/st)
with the actual return location of Rental is some BRANCH

assess justice: the performer of the statement is the driver of Rental;
the addressee of the statement is the car issuer of Rental;

sincerity: < no specific condition >
truth: the actual return location of Rental is the return location of Rental;

Today is less than or equal to the ending day of Rental

if complying with the assessment is considered justifiable
then accept car returning for Rental [T4/ac]

with the addressee of the acceptance is the driver of Rental;
else reject car returning for Rental [T4/rj]

with the addressee of the reject is the driver of Rental;
request penalty payment for Rental [T5/rq]
with the addressee of the request is the driver of Rental;

the requested production time of penalty payment for Rental is Now
the requested penalty amount of Rental is equal to
the location penalty charge of Rental plus the late return penalty charge of Rental
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when penalty payment for Rental is stated (T5/st)

assess justice: the performer of the statement is the driver of Rental;
the addressee of the statement is the car issuer of Rental;

sincerity: < no specific condition >
truth: the stated penalty amount of Rental is equal to

the requested penalty amount of Rental;
the stated production time of penalty payment for Rental is

within the promised production time of penalty payment for Rental

if complying with the assessment is considered justifiable
then accept penalty payment for Rental [T5/ac]

with the addressee of the acceptance is the driver of Rental
else reject penalty payment for Rental [T5/rj]

with the addressee of the acceptance is the driver of Rental

      

when car returning for Rental is stated (T4/st)
while penalty payment for Rental is accepted (T5/ac)

assess justice: the performer of the statement is the driver of Rental;
the addressee of the statement is the car issuer of Rental;

sincerity: < no specific condition >
truth: < no specific condition >

if complying with the assessment is considered justifiable
then accept car returning for Rental [T4/ac]

with the addressee of the acceptance is the driver of Rental
else reject car returning for Rental [T4/rj]

with the addressee of the rejection is the driver of Rental
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-
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-

-
-

and the IT people is complete and as perfect as possible, that it is his responsibility to produce the essen-
tial model, and that the essential model of (a part of) an enterprise provides all the information that is rel-

etc.
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the car of Issued Rental is Car
<CAR

BRANCH

location [LOCATION]
the actual return location

<
of Returned Rental is Branch

the car of Rental
is issued

P3

ISSUED             RENTAL

the car group of Car
is Car Group

>

CAR GROUP

RENTAL

DRIVING
LICENSE

the driving license of the driver
<

of Issued Rental is Driving License

the penalty of Rental is paid

P5

paid penalty amount [MONEY]

PENALTY-PAID RENTAL

    

the car of Rental is returned

P4

RETURNED RENTAL

location penalty charge* [MONEY]
late return penalty charge* [MONEY]

[YEAR]

max rental duration [NUMBER]
rental horizon [NUMBER]
location penalty [MONEY]
late return penalty [MONEY]
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5.2  MODELLING THE SECONDARY PROCESSES OF RAC 

self-activating actor role

-     

persons
facts AT1 AT2

RAC branch

car issuing

T3

A3

car
issuer

car returning

T4

CA2

driver

RAC
facts

T5

penalty payment

T6

transport

T7

manager

A6

transporter

operational 
facts other 

branches
AT3

transaction kind product kind

T6  transport completion
T7  transport management

P6  Transport is completed
P7  transport management for Day is done

A1

rental
concluder

rental payment

T2

CA1

renter

rental concluding

T1

A2

payer
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-
-

transport manager is not yet discharged of his responsibility for the corresponding days. 

some reason the business architect had become very attentive. Probably, he is involved in management 
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when  transport management for Day is requested     (T7/rq) 
 
assess  justice:  the performer of the request is the transport manager 

  the addressee of the request is the transport manager 
 sincerity:  < no specific condition >   
 truth:  the number of cars to be transported on Day is greater than zero 

 
if  complying with request is considered justifiable 
then  promise  transport management for Day     [T7/pm] 

 with  the addressee of the promise is the transport manager 
else  decline  transport management for Day     [T7/dc] 

 with  the addressee of the decline is the transport manager; 
 

 request  transport management for Next Day     (T7/rq) 
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when  transport management  for Day is promised     (T7/pm) 
 
assess  justice:  the performer of the promise is the transport manager 

  the addressee of the promise is the transport manager 
 sincerity:  < no specific condition >   
 truth:  < no specific condition > 

 
if  complying with promise is considered justifiable 
then  for each Car in {cars to be transported on Day} 

 request  transport completion for Transport     (T06/rq) 
 with  the addressee of the request is a transporter; 
  the car of Transport is Car 

 
 
when  transport management for Day is promised     (T7/pm) 

 while  for each Car in {cars to be transported on Day} 
  transport completion for Transport of Car is accepted   (T06/ac) 

 
assess  justice:  the performer of the promise is the transport manager 

  the addressee of the promise is the transport manager 
 sincerity:  < no specific condition >   
 truth:  < no specific condition > 

 
if  complying with promise is considered justifiable 
then  execute  transport management  for Day     [T7/ex] 

 state  transport management  for Day     [T7/st] 
 with  the addressee of the statement is the transport manager 
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when transport management for Day is stated (T7/st)

assess justice: the performer of the statement is the transport manager
the addressee of the statement is the transport manager

sincerity: < no specific condition >
truth: < no specific condition >

if complying with the assessment is considered justifiable
then accept transport management for Day [T7/ac]

with the addressee of the statement is the transport manager
else reject transport management for Day [T7/rj]

with the addressee of the reject is the transport manager

when transport completion for Transport is requested (T6/rq)
with the day of transport of Transport is some day

the car of Transport is some car
the from-branch of Transport is some branch
the to-branch of Transport is some beanch

assess justice: the performer of the request is the transport manager;
the addressee of the statement is the transporter for Transport

sincerity: < no specific condition >
truth: transport is doable

if complying with the assessment is considered justifiable
then promise transport completion for Transport [T6/pm]

with the addressee of the promise is the transport manager;
the promised production time of Transport is

within the requested production time of Transport
else decline transport completion for Transport [T6/dc]

with the addressee of the decline is the transport manager
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in Figures 5.23 and 5.24. One of the conditions for the claim to truth in the action rule in Figure 5.23, is 

included in the action rules in Figure 5.24.

            

    

when  transport completion for Transport is promised     (T6/pm) 
 
assess  justice:  the performer of the promise is the transporter for Transport; 

  the addressee of the promise is the transport manager; 
 sincerity:  < no specific condition >   
 truth:  it is possible to execute the task on day of transport of Transport 

 
if  complying with promise is considered justifiable 
then  execute  transport completion for Transport     [T6/ex] 

 state  transport completion for Transport     [T6/st] 
 with  the addressee of the statement is the transport manager 

 
 
 
when  transport completion for Transport is stated     (T6/st) 
 
assess  justice:  the performer of the statement is the transporter for Transport; 

  the addressee of the statement is the transport manager; 
 sincerity:  < no specific condition >   
 truth:  the car of Transport has been delivered at the to-branch of Transport 

 
if  complying with statement is considered justifiable 
then  accept  transport completion for Transport     [T6/ac] 

 with  the addressee of the acceptance is the transporter for Transport 
else  reject  transport completion for Transport     [T6/rj] 

 with  the addressee of the rejection is the transporter for Transport 
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decompose the product P6, and to get enclosed transactions in transaction T6, but there is need for it.
In order to complete the essential model of the transportation part of the case RAC, I add the correspond-

periodic activities. Of course, instead of the period of a day, another time period may be chosen.

-

-

all  recognised  that  the  essential  model  of  the  home branch  is  also  the  essential  model  of  all  other 
branches.

            

from-branch of Transport is Branch 
< 

the car of Transport is Car 
> 

to-branch of Transport is Branch 
< 

Transport is completed 

P6 
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car group (CAR GROUP) 

transport management 
for Day is done 

P7 

day of transport [DAY] 
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This concludes my presentation and discussion of the case Rent-A-Car, I said to the members of the 

-

the business architect, it is very useful.

     
 

      
 

     
 

   

 

  

  

 

 

    

  
     

    

   

  A1  A3  A6  A7 

Chiara   x 

Desk employee  x 

Mik    x  x  x 

Ferre    x  x 

Carlo    x  x 
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6  EXPLORING ORGANISATIONAL ESSENCE 

-

enterprise engineer.

6.1  FUNCTION AND CONSTRUCTION 

-

construction 

-
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function 

system is -
the

-
-

the intended users of the artefact), and this intended function is commonly called the function of the arte-

function design is 
the determination of the intended function(s) of the artefact. Since there may be many, and different, 

in the . The result of construction design is the conception of some construction 
that is able to bring about the intended function(s), once it is implemented. It is documented in the con-

-

the concern for construction, is crucial for good design.
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-
-

-

the using system, and the constructional principles of the applicable architecture. Ideally, construction 
-

duced. Ontological means that it does not contain any clue to a possible implementation. In the second 
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the available technologies. This second phase is called engineering  or implementation design. In current 23

Enterprises are just as much artefacts as cups are, or cell phones, or cars. They are purposefully designed 

position of enterprise engineering. Every change, even the slightest one, encompasses at least some re-
implementation,  often also some implementation re-design,  and sometimes also some ontological  re-

-

design. To accomplish this, is the profession of enterprise engineers.

Both the function (business) perspective and the construction (organisation) perspective are necessary to 

the function (business) design and the construction (organisation) design need to be conducted properly. 

-
gineering contributes. It does so in particular through the notions of enterprise ontology, enterprise archi-

6.2  ORGANISATION PATTERNS 

ontological models. It is the most elegant mechanism to organise things. The starting point is that a sub-

23 -
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access to the tennis courts to a selected group of people. It does so by applying the notion of membership. 

An even more enlightening application of this authorisation mechanism, is the outsourcing of transac-
-

transaction in the I-organisation of Volley. Eve, as holder of actor role A1 starts this transaction in her 

-
-
-

ecuting subject is an employee of Calcul. So, it is the sourcing of the holders of actor roles that determ-

it does not support the O-organisation of Calcul.

-

having concluded a rental contract, the driver has the authority to initiate a transaction T3 (car issuing). 
 action rule (Figure 5.11).
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6.3  REALISATION AND IMPLEMENTATION 

-

of an original transaction (or of a computation based on original facts). This holds also for your birth fact. 

servant about the biological event. And at some point in time, you have been informed by your father or 
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-

-

green diamonds on the edges of the actor symbols CA11 and CA12 indicate that the role holders of these 

-
-
-

-

(Figure 4.2). This actor A3 is also initiator of a transaction T7 and of a transaction T8, and the results of 
-
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-

-

6.3  THE GENOTYPE AND PHENOTYPE OF ORGANISATIONS 

-
tions, is implemented by allocating subjects to the actor roles and by assigning appropriate technological 

become operational. The metaphor I use is to envision an organisation as a biological organism. As you 
-
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generic genotype -
otype -

rental car companies are very similar in the generic genotype (the CM) of their O-organisation, but they 
-

implemented. I call the implementation of an (aspect) organisation its phenotype. The phenotype of an 

differ a lot in their phenotypes.

the ones in Figure 6.3.
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�
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-

-
tems need multi-channel interfaces.

-
cient number of organisational cells (actors) available of the diverse genotypes, in order to accommodate 
for the present need for their services. So, operational management -

-

So, there is also a need for tactical management
goes largely along the same line of reasoning as I applied to operational management. 





EPILOG 

-

-
prise engineering.

-

-
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compared to current approaches to business process management, to organisational change, and to the 

-

-
-

 



GLOSSARY 

(MET NEDERLANDSE VERTALING VAN DE TERMEN) 
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 (handeling) the atomic unit of action in organisations coordina-
tion acts (C-acts) and production acts (P-acts). Acts are performed by actors transaction

 (actieregel) [synonym for business rule agendum 
event part, the assess part, and the response part. Ac-

business laws.
 action model

(actiemodel) one of the four sub models of the ontological model of an aspect organisation. 
It consists of a set of action rules.

 (actor) a subject actor role.
 (actorrol) the unit of authority in organisations elementary actor role and composite 

actor role
property  of  process  step actor coordination act  is  ad-

dressed.
 (agenda) a set of agendums. Every actor

 (agendum) a coordination event actor has to respond.
 (agent) an artefact that is used by an actor

responsible for their deeds. Therefore, agents can only support actors.
(geaggregeerd transactiesoort a collection of transaction kinds. Aggregate 

Scope of Interest).
(vaststellingsdeel)  the part of an action rule  that contains the conditions to be evaluated. 

These conditions are divided according to the three validity claims.
(aspectorganisatie) the organisation of an enterprise consists of three disjoint aspect 
O-organisation, the I-organisation, and the D-organisation.

(attribuut) instance of an attribute type.
(attribuuttype) a property type that is a purely mathematical mapping from an object class 

or a value scale to a value scale.
 (bevoegdheid) the entitlement (to be) assigned to a subject actor role re-

sponsibility and competence
 table  of  production fact  types  and the  transaction banks  in 

transaction pattern
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(business) term to refer to the function perspective on an enterprise, in particular the function as 
perceived by the consumers of its services organisation

(bedrijfsgebeurtenis) [synonym for coordination event
(bedrijfsfeit) [synonym for a fact in the production world of an organisation

 states and 
transitions in the coordination and the production world of an organisation.

(bedrijfsobject) [synonym for an object in a production world
process in the O-organisation of an enterprise

 (bedrijfsprocesmodel) a tree structure of transaction kinds (possibly one) in the 
O-organisation of an enterprise

(bedrijfsregel) [synonym for action rule

coordination act and its resulting coordination fact, indi-
process step

 one of the three validity claims in a coordination act. The claim to 
justice regards the authority of the performer to perform the act.

 one of the three validity claims in a coordination act. The 
claim to sincerity regards the sincerity of the performer in performing the act.

 one of the three validity claims in a coordination act. The claim to 
product concerned.

 (cognitieve overeenstemming) the mutual understanding of a coordination act 
at the informa level of communication. Cognitive correspondence is reached if the addressee

 (verplichting) the being dedicated of the performer of a process step to its intention. It en-

this intention.
subjects.  Communication is brought 

information.
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 (competentie) the collective capabilities of a subject
acts, in particular to be assigned the authority executor role in transaction kinds. 
responsibility

transaction pattern
elementary 

actor roles and the transaction kinds
(bevestiging) addressee of a coordination act performer 

notational, cognitive, or social correspondence.
 (constructiemodel) one of the four sub models of the ontological model of an aspect 

organisation transaction kinds and actor roles initiator links, 
the executor links, and the information links

(constructie) -
struction perspective and the function perspective. In the construction perspective on an enterprise 
one considers the (objective) organisation of the enterprise, fully ignoring its (subjective) function(s).

 (coördinatiehandeling) the atomic act in transactions. The result of a successfully per-
formed coordination act is the creation of the corresponding coordination fact process step

(coördinatiegebeurtenis)  an event  in the coordination world.  The occurrence of a 
coordination event is identical to the coming into being of a coordination fact.

 (coördinatiefeit) a state element in the coordination world. A coordination fact is the 
result of a successfully performed coordination act process step

worlds actors in an organisation 
cause transitions.

attribute of fact point in time fact
being. 
(datum) indication of a day on a time scale -

ing days by consecutive integers. Julian dates can be mapped to any calendar. Time units

 a fact type that is declared to be part of the fact model of an aspect 
organisation derived fact type

 
independent fact properties and attributes
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 fact model
derived fact types.

(afgeleid feittype) declared or derived) 
fact types in the fact model of an aspect organisation declared fact type

 addressee of a coordination act per-
former notational, cognitive, or social correspondence.

(discussiestatus) transaction status initiator and the executor
standard transac-

tion pattern -

(documenteel) there are three sorts of production acts/facts actors ac-
tor roles, and transactions transaction kinds original, informational, and documental. Documental 
services comprise storing, retrieving, copying, and transmitting documents.

actor (role) in the D-organisation of an enterprise
 (D-organisatie) the aspect organisation of an enterprise that supports its I-organisation 

by providing documental services. It consists of documental actor roles and transaction kinds.
transaction (kind) in the D-organisation of an 

enterprise
 (elementaire actorrol) the authority executor role of a transaction kind. 

compe-
tence responsibility in practising the assigned authority.

companies, governmental agencies, health care institutions, sports clubs, and building projects. Every 
enterprise has a business and an organisation.

an independent unary production fact.
 the engineering discipline that has enterprises as its objects of interest. Enter-

intellectual manageability, organisational concinnity, 
and social devotion.

conceptually, enterprise architecture is the deliberate restriction of design free-
dom. Practically, an enterprise architecture is a set of design principles that are applied during enter-
prise design. Enterprise architecture contributes in particular to achieving organisational concinnity
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the collective activities to change an enterprise, consisting of function design, con-
struction design, and implementation design. Both enterprise architecture and enterprise ontology 
play a crucial role in the design process.

the enterprise function that devises, initiates, and steers changes in the enter-
prise. These changes are brought about through enterprise (re-) design.

the enterprise function
designed to operate.

conceptually, enterprise ontology is the implementation independent understanding 
of an enterprise’s organisation. Practically, it is the PSI theory based model of the organisation. En-
terprise ontology contributes in particular to achieving intellectual manageability.

 (essentieel model) the essential model of an organisation ontological 
model of its O-organisation information links -
tional services of the supporting I-organisation.

 (gebeurtenis) the coming into being of a fact -
time unit. Events that occur in the same time unit, are said to occur simultane-

ously.
(gebeurtenisdeel) the part of an action rule that contains the agendum that the action rule is 

 (uitvoeringsfase) the transaction executor performs the production 
act. It starts from the transaction status

construction model actor role and a transac-
tion kind, indicating that the actor role is the executor role

actor (role) in a transaction (kind)
authorised responsible for performing the produc-
tion act and the corresponding coordination acts, according to the transaction pattern.
 (feit) elementary state of affairs in a world. A fact can best be conceived as a predicate over one or 
more objects or values. Every fact is an instance of a fact type property and attribute

(feitenmodel) one of the four sub models of the ontological model of an aspect organisation. 
fact types and business laws in the production world of the organisation.

 (feittype) the generic concept for modelling the state of a world
an object class
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f  (bestand) a physical embodiment of a document

 (forma) term to refer to the competence of a subject to perform coordination acts at the forma level 
documental production acts.

notational correspondence 
in performing a coordination act.

(formaniveau) the level of communication in performing a coordination act per-
former and the addressee strive for notational correspondence.

(functie)  construction 

-
tive on an enterprise -

business
 a fact

act dependent fact
 (informa) term to refer to the competence of a subject to perform coordination acts at the infor-

ma level informational production acts.
cognitive correspon-

dence in performing a coordination act.
(informaniveau) the level of communication in performing a coordination act

performer and the addressee strive for cognitive correspondence.
(informatie) subject of thought(s) in a form that is perceivable for other 

construction model actor role  and a 
transaction kind,  indicating that  the actor role has access to the corresponding transaction bank. 

interstriction
(informationeel) there are three sorts of production acts/facts actors

actor roles,  and transactions transaction kinds original,  informational,  and documental.  Informa-
tional services comprise remembering, recalling, and computing.
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(informationele dienst) 
to its corresponding O-organisation facts and sharing facts.

construction model actor role and a transaction 
kind, indicating that the actor role is an initiator role

 (initiator(rol)) a role of an actor (role) in a transaction (kind) au-
thorised responsible for performing the correspond-
ing coordination acts, according to the transaction pattern.

 one of the three generic goals of enterprise 
engineering

one that is offered by the essential model of an organisation.
property of process step performer of a process step regarding 

the product
also commitment

actors, by performing coordination acts.
actors

the coordination world production world agenda.
actor (role) in the I-organisation of an enterprise

 (I-organisatie) the aspect organisation of an enterprise that supports its O-organisation, 
by providing informational services. It consists of informational actor roles and transaction kinds.

transaction (kind) in the I-organisation  of an 
enterprise

(mediumniveau) the level of communication in performing a coordination act
performer and the addressee

 (notationele overeenstemming) the degree of mutual understanding of a co-
ordination act at the forma level of communication. Notational correspondence is reached if the ad-
dressee

(object) fact
 set of objects that conform to the same fact type.

(objectfeitdiagram) fact model
 (ontologisch model) a conceptual model of the construction and the operation of a 

system that is fully independent of its implementation.
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 the operating status of the construction of an organisation. It is guided by business 
rules and work instructions.

 the  operating  principle  of  an  organisation  is  the  ability  and 
readiness  of  the participating subjects commitments  regarding the 
bringing about of products.

 (orderfase) the transaction initiator and the executor strive to reach con-
sensus about the product -

 (organisatie) term to refer to the construction perspective on an enterprise. The organisation 
actor roles and transaction kinds business

(organisatieconstructiediagram)  con-
struction model

 (organisatorische harmonie)  One of the three generic goals of enterprise en-
gineering. Organisational concinnity means that the organisation of an enterprise is a harmoniously 

enterprise design, guided by the 
applicable enterprise architecture.

(origineel) there are three sorts of production acts/facts informational, and documental. 
Original  production acts  comprise  manufacturing,  transporting,  observing,  deciding,  and judging. 

 transactions transaction kinds
actors actor roles

actor (role) in the O-organisation of an enterprise
 (O-organisatie) (O from original) the aspect organisation of an enterprise orig-

inal facts are brought about. It consists of original actor roles and transaction kinds. 
transaction (kind) in the O-organisation of an 

enterprise
 (performa) term to refer to the competence of a subject to perform coordination acts at the 

performa level original production acts.
social correspon-

dence in performing a coordination act.
(performaniveau) the level of communication in performing a coordination act

the performer and the addressee strive for social correspondence.
property of process step actor of a process step.
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(tijdstip) a particular value on a time scale time unit -

(proces) acts in a (discrete event) system and their resulting transitions in its corre-
sponding world.

(procesinterpretatie) transaction kind in the con-
struction model state  interpretation.  In  the 

complete transaction pattern,
be passed through by all of the transaction instances.

(procesmodel) one of the four sub models of the ontological model of an aspect organisa-
tion transaction kinds
through response links and waiting links.

transaction process. It consists of a coordination 
act and its resulting coordination fact performer, the ad-
dressee, the intention, and the product.

property of process step process step
properties: transaction kind

product kind) and intention.
(processtructuurdiagram) process model

 world state view and the process 
transitions -

ation, and the causing acts in the corresponding system.
property of transaction independent production fact. A product is represented by a 

predication of an entity
number of properties dependent facts.

property of product products
in transactions of the same transaction kind

placeholders for entities.
 (productiehandeling) the act in a transaction executor creates the product as 

dependent production facts transaction pattern
 (productiefeit) a state element in the production world

independent and dependent product
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attribute  of product point in time product  of a 
transaction

worlds actors in an organisation cause 
transitions. A state production facts.

(eigenschap) instance of a property type.
(eigenschaptype) a binary fact type that is a purely mathematical mapping from an object 

class, called the domain, to an object class, called the range.
 (propositie) term to refer to the product of a transaction during the proposition phase.

(responsverbinding) Process Model coordination act and a coordina-
tion fact, indicating that the coordination act is performed in response to the corresponding coordina-
tion event.

(responsdeel) the part of an action rule that contains the act(s) to be performed in response 
to the agendum

attribute of coordination fact point in time performer 
of the coordination act that creates the coordination 

subject to be committed to the coordination acts he 
agenda authority and com-

petence
(resultaat) term to refer to the product of a transaction during the result phase.

 (resultaatfase) the transaction initiator and the executor strive to reach 
consensus about the product

(herroepingspatroon) a pattern of process steps basic 
transaction pattern

actor (role) is called self-activating if it is 
initiator (role) and executor (role) of the same transaction (kind).

facts
 (dienst) the functional appearance of a product to its consumers.

 (interessegebied) the delineation of the (part of the) organisation that one has chosen to 
focus on.

 one of the three generic goals of enterprise engineering. Enterprises 
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competences
authorities.

 (sociale overeenstemming) the degree of mutual understanding of a coordination 
act at the performa level of communication. Social correspondence is reached if the addressee

intention of the message correctly. Success or failure is conveyed by re-
spectively a  or a .

transaction pattern
 (toestand) at any point in time, a world facts that have been 

created up to (and including) the point in time.
(toestandsinterpretatie) transaction kind in 

the construction model state interpretation. In 
transaction bank.

 world process 
view states

commitments actor roles.
(tijdschaal) 

length (duration), called time units.
 (tijdeenheid) the unit for indicating or measuring pieces of time on a time scale. It may be in-

point in time and date
 (transactie) the unit of production in an organisation. The result of a successfully carried out 

transaction is the coming into being of a product transaction process
 transaction kind

coordination facts in all of its carried out transactions are stored.
property  of transaction transactions

regard products of the same product kind -
contracting

 (transactiepatroon) a pattern of process steps actor roles. 
The  basic  transaction  pattern

production act
immediately and unconditionally the state act, but it is not considered a process step itself). The stan-
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dard transaction pattern
The complete transaction pattern consists of the standard pattern and the four revocation patterns.

(transactiefase) the standard transaction pattern
the proposition phase, the execution phase, and the result phase.

(transactieproces) process steps complete 
transaction pattern

transaction pattern
(transactieprocesdiagram) transaction pattern

(transactieproducttabel)  table of transaction kinds  and their corresponding 
product kinds.

(transactiestatus) most recently performed process step in a transaction process.
 (transitie) a change of state of a world. A transition consists of the creation of an independent 

fact dependent facts.
coordination act, three validity claims are raised 

by the performer and validated by the addressee claim to truth, the claim to justice, and the claim 
to sincerity act(s) coordination event depends on the degree in 

validity claims action rule
 abstract object, notably a number or a boolean (true or false).

 an object class values. A value scale has a dimension 

Celsius, or euro).
 process model coordination act and a coordination 

fact, indicating that the performance of the coordination act coordination fact has 
been created.

 action rules, the action model of an aspect organisation may 
production acts.

 acts in 
fact in 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

Action Model

Construction Model
Design and Engineering Methodology for Organisations

Fact Model
Organisation Construction Diagram
Object Fact Diagram
Process Model
Process Structure Diagram
Transaction Product Table
Transaction Process Diagram

-

from .
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and commercial courses, in all kinds of educational institutes and enterprises. In addition, he has given 
numerous tutorials and keynote lectures at international conferences.
Jan Dietz is also director of Sapio Enterprise Engineering (www.sapio.nl), through which he performs his 
business activities (courses, consultancy, and expert judgments). Sapio is member of the Enterprise Engi-
neering Consortium (www.ee-consortium.com).
Jan Dietz is present in the wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jan_Dietz). You can contact him at 
these e-mail addresses: j.l.g.dietz@tudelft.nl, jan.dietz@ua.ac.be, jan.dietz@sapio.nl



ABOUT THE BOOK

This book is one of the two books that constitute the DEMO basis. The other one is titled “Red garden 
gnomes don’t exist”, authored by Jan L.G. Dietz. Both books can be obtained from www.sapio.nl. The 
DEMO basis elucidates the role of ICT (Information and Communication Technology)  in organisations 
and offers an easy introduction in the emerging discipline of enterprise engineering. It is meant for every-
one who feels the need for a coherent, consistent, comprehensive, and yet concise understanding of or-
ganisation and ICT. The DEMO basis aims in particular at professionals in organisation and ICT, like 
enterprise architects, business process managers, and information system designers. It consitutes the 
course material for the DEMO Bachelor course, which is taught at several universities and polytechnics, 
all over the world.

DEMO (Design and Engineering Methodology for Organisations) is the leading methodology in the dis-
cipline of enterprise engineering, whose founding article has been published in 2013. Three generic goals 

intellectual manageability, is the basis for mastering complexity; current ap-
proaches fall short in assisting professionals to master the complexity of enterprises and enterprise 
changes. The second goal, organizational concinnity, is conditional for making strategic initiatives opera-
tional; current approaches do not, or inadequately, address this objective. The third goal, social devotion, 
is the basis for achieving employee empowerment as well as knowledgeable management and govern-
ance; modern employees are highly educated knowledge workers; yet, the mindset of managers has not 
evolved accordingly. Enterprise engineering is developed by a growing international network of universi-
ties and research institutes, in close connection with practice. This so-called CIAO! network currently 
comprises universities and research institutes from Belgium, Brazil, Czech Republic, Germany, Japan, 
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Portugal, Russia, Switzerland, and USA.
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